Knowledge of machines: review and forward look
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Abstract: This paper looks at the possibility of knowledge development of machines from an engineer’s point of view. First, the increasing need for autonomous operations of vehicles, manufacturing facilities, utility networks, and robots is reviewed. From the point of view of operational design, five desirable ingredients are identified that can facilitate control autonomy. Most of these facilitators can be enabled by using the methodology of natural language programming and writing of documents that machines can read and utilize to improve their feedback control skills, their knowledge of the environment, and also their decision-making skills. A forward look outlines the benefits of ‘publishing for machines’, to manufacturing, vehicle operations, utility networks, and robots.
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1 TOWARDS AUTONOMY OF MACHINE OPERATIONS

Modern automated systems utilize finely tuned feedback loops to control the actions of cars, aircraft, ships, manufacturing machines, and also chemical, agricultural, and food production processes. They represent an important functionality that is supervised by humans making command decisions. The professional users of these automated machines have an understanding of the capabilities of these machines. To paraphrase: human supervisors use their higher level of intelligence to make decisions and command these systems.

There is, however, demand for systems that can operate and coordinate numerous feedback loops at various levels. Today, supervisory control (SCADA) systems are used to increase productivity in manufacturing systems and to control utility networks such as power, water/waste, gas, and communications networks [1]. There is also demand for systems that need to operate for extended periods of time without the possibility of high-level human supervision. Such systems include survey vehicles and robots used in deep sea applications where the usable bandwidth is limited and communication is often lost. Unmanned aerial vehicles are semi-autonomous in nature and often need the capability of autonomous operation due to loss of communication. Unmanned spacecraft, especially at large distances from the Earth, need an autonomous control capability [2–5].

Hence, it is necessary to clarify what is meant by an autonomous control capability. The highest level of definition is in fact fairly clear and difficult to argue with [6] ‘autonomy is the capability of a system to pursue and fulfil its operational objectives without human intervention’.

There can, however, be other reasons for autonomy apart from lack or impossibility of human feedback control for extended periods of time. In the manufacturing industries and utility networks autonomous systems are also highly desirable for two reasons.

1. To increase efficiency so that lower levels of system supervision are needed to guide system operations.
2. To achieve system operational qualities way beyond what could be achieved by human control. Speed of computation and optimization over networks can contribute more financial
value than could any number of human feedback controllers.

There are examples of agent-based control systems in power system optimization that do modeling and perform decision making much faster and more precisely than can humans [7]. Agents can also operate over communication networks to optimize traffic speed. In healthcare there is a need for robots that can help patients for extended periods of time thereby reducing nursing requirements. Agents can also provide high-level decision making for low-level feedback control loops [8, 9].

2 ENABLERS OF AUTONOMOUS CAPABILITY

The definition of autonomous capability in the previous section has the advantage of being easily understood by most members of the public. Its disadvantage is, however, that it does not shed much light on the problem of how to achieve autonomous capability. It also does not say what functions are desirable in an autonomous operational capability.

This paper will argue that:

(a) modelling of the changing environment;
(b) learning various skills in feedback interaction with the environment;
(c) symbolic recognition of events and actions to perform logic-based computation;
(d) ability to explain the reasoning behind its actions to humans;
(e) efficient transfer of rules, goals, values, and skills from human users to the autonomous system;

are desirable attributes of autonomously operating technical systems.

2.1 Modelling of the changing environment

The need for this process is not obvious. For instance, an engine control system, ship steering feedback controller, and the carriage position control system in a lift do not require modelling of their environment. This is true until the engine, the ship controller, or the lift become part of an autonomous vehicle, unmanned surface ship, or an intelligent home, respectively. When a feedback controller becomes the ‘skill’ of a larger intelligent control system, then the logic-based decision-making mechanism of this larger controller needs a model of its environment, especially if the environment can change. A supervisory intelligent controller will decide when to start the engine, when to report lift performance problems to technical staff, or what reference route a ship should track in a harbour, based on a, possibly abstract, model and rules referring to objects in the model.

Not all autonomous systems have the ability to model their environment. For example, no system modeller is used in the swarm robotics and distributed control system approaches. Favourable emerging behaviours need, however, to be proven in all practically important distributed control systems. Modelling is then done a priori by the brain of the designer and computers. It is argued in this paper that the highest levels of responsible autonomy, as exemplified by humans, requires some environment-modelling capability at various abstraction/resolution levels for operational safety in time-varying and possibly infrastructure-free environments.

2.2 Learning various skills in feedback interaction with the environment

In essence this is performed to learn appropriate feedback controller parameters for a given environmental situation. It is not obvious why learning the control parameters is needed by the autonomous system supervisor. Currently, many practical applications are pre-tuned by the control system designer as they address a single robust or adaptive control problem. Many autonomous systems need to perform in an environment that may not only change but can also be largely unknown. Thus, pre-tuning and testing of controllers for operation in these complex environments is a daunting task for engineers. These are the reasons why agents need to supervise the learning of feedback controllers. The same agents also need to recognize which controllers to use in a plan to achieve a goal in a given situation [8–12].

2.3 Symbolic recognition of events and actions to perform logic-based computation

Again it is not obvious whether this is needed. A currently used alternative is to define a hybrid automaton (that can for instance be represented in Stateflow™) that switches between operational modes in response to environmental changes. The designer formally checks all possible events in the environment and sets up the guard conditions for state changes in the hybrid controller. This requires complete knowledge of what can happen in the environment. This approach is currently used in cars, aircraft, ships, and in manufacturing.
Application of formal verification methods can result in checking of billions of system–environment states [13, 14]. It should not be forgotten that these hybrid automaton-based control systems are still human supervised. When these systems become part of an even more complex autonomous system, the problem arises of maintaining real-time computational efficiency. Naming of key events as they happen, actions, and application of logic to compute what is allowed to be done and what steps can lead to achieving a goal, is more economic than using finite state machine definitions: simply less coding is needed [3, 4, 15].

2.4 Ability to explain reasoning behind actions

Currently, control systems rarely ‘explain themselves’. One reason for this is that the controllers may not perform their reasoning actions using symbolic events and actions and thus they do not interpret the environment in the same manner as do humans. Another reason is convention: explanations from machines are not expected. There is no general understanding of the need for this process. This paper argues that the introduction of more advanced intelligent autonomous systems is hindered by lack of trust from the users. Trust in a machine by a user can be developed if the machine is not only reliable, but also explains itself when it is not obvious to the human supervisor what is going on.

Self-explanatory systems could, in principle, do a better job of executing some tasks than a human but still may not understand the broader picture of the environment. Human users need to focus their intelligence on understanding these systems rather than expecting them to be perfect. It is time to recognize that even a simple device such as a car’s remote controller, becomes far more trustworthy in the eyes of a driver if it explains its reasons as to why it opened or closed a part of the car. It is expected that the driver will learn the habits of the controller rather than the controller attempting to understand the car’s owner. This is more important with complex systems such as the operation of a power station. Intelligent agents can supervise feedback controllers and make decisions to stabilize the network [7]. Operators must have immediate insight into why a decision was made. Similarly, manufacturing lines and autonomous vehicles need to explain themselves to the user from time to time. Humans can then interact with the autonomous system at a symbolic reasoning level instead of being restricted to simply analysing data [16].

2.5 Efficient knowledge transfer to machines

Rules, goals, and values can be communicated to machines in symbolic, natural language formats and in fact the technology for this process is currently available [16]. What is also desirable is that physical skills and problem-solving skills are also passed onto the system. In the case of complex systems it is conjectured by the current author that a designer may not have the time or resources to provide the best algorithm, especially in such difficult areas as computer vision and three-dimensional audio perception. An alternative is to release and sell the hardware with a nominal software solution. During the lifetime of the product the producing company’s engineers can publish skill documents [11], mostly in natural language, which the machine can read. The purchaser or user of the product can also read these updates. This approach develops a shared understanding of operations and also contributes to the development of trust between man and machine.

The last three of these five desirable technical features raises the question of how can they be achieved. Section 5 outlines a new possibility offered by natural language programming (NLP) in sEnglish (stands for ‘system English’, and pronounced as ‘s-english’) system that enables shared understanding between machines and their users.

3 THE PAST AND CURRENT STATUS

The generic approach to representing human thought is to use conceptual structures [17–19]. The preface of the 2010 proceedings of a recent Conceptual Structures (CS) Workshop [20] provides an insight:

‘... CS is to harmonise the uniquely human ways of apprehending the world, with the power of computational information management and reasoning. Thus CS harmonises the creativity of humans with the productivity of computers.’

In NLP each sentence corresponds to a conceptual graph. This is the most important feature that elevates NLP to be more than just a programming language. Through its use of a natural language, NLP structures the procedural flow of programming in terms of conceptual structures of the human mind. The seminal work of Sowa [17] stated that the perception processes of a human produce concepts of the physical world and its relationships. The human concepts form hierarchical classes with inheritance of attributes. These are today mainly termed as ontologies [21].
conceptual structure is essentially a set of concepts or concept samples connected by conceptual relations. There are many natural languages in the world but conceptual structures are language independent: they are formal descriptions of human thought.

Any sentence in a natural language that makes sense to humans can be represented by a conceptual structure that is language independent. NLP associates a sentence with a concept and a code to carry out an action or the code to recognize a physical phenomenon or relationship between world modelling objects.

The most fundamental difference between programming in for instance C, Java, Phyton, or MATLAB on the one hand, and NLP on the other, is that NLP has a top layer of disciplined procedural steps that are associated with conceptual structures and human thought. The lower layer of NLP is ordinary code representing what is often called the ‘sub-conscious’ part of the human mind. With this classification most procedural codes in artificial intelligence today represent solutions generated in the sub-conscious state of humans. They provide a solution using an algorithm that does not use human concepts to explain how this solution is obtained. This often builds a wall of distrust between the intelligent machine and humans. Confidence in such an approach is only built after extensive successful application of this approach. It often occurs that the solutions offered by an intelligent system are imperfect and users tend to be sensitive to misunderstanding. However, trust is increased when the human mind is aware of how the machine reasons, even if the extent of machine reasoning is limited. This limited level of understanding of the machine can then be taken into account.

Figure 1 summarizes the main relationships from perception and sensing to sharing of meaning in conceptual structures that are expressed in sentences. These sentences are documented in fully sEnglish-based or ordinary publications with executable English sections that can be distributed by traditional or electronic means.

NLP was introduced in [16] and its theoretical basis was laid down in [22]. The fundamental role of NLP is to explain some of the artificial intelligence procedures of a machine in terms of natural language sentences. In NLP this is not achieved by comments inserted into a computer program but by building the program using a hierarchy of sentences. Some sentences are defined by a sequence of other sentences, while there are basic sentences that are defined purely by traditional computer code. The discipline of writing code in NLP creates formally analysable software that also has the advantage of being easily understandable by colleagues and users.

4 A FORWARD LOOK

4.1 Benefits of NLP

The use of NLP, and its main version sEnglish, requires a logical build-up of machine operations in terms of sentences. For an existing system the computer code can be reorganized to fit an sEnglish document. For a new project, a careful analysis of the procedures, rules, reasoning, and executable plans of a machine can be performed. These can be written down in terms of sentences that uniquely compile into computer code to control the machine.

4.1.1 Benefits to the manufacturer of the machine

The manufacturer sells a machine with solid operational logic and reliability but with an ‘open control system’, that can be modified by operators of the machine. This can make the product more attractive and versatile. Change can be done by modifying procedures defined by sentences. The manual of the machine can be changed by the user community to directly improve their behaviour. Operators can write documents that machines can read and utilize...
to improve their feedback control skills, their knowledge of the environment, and also their decision-making skills. Using NLP, more complex and efficient decision making by machines can be created than by any currently used finite state machine-based method. NLP programmed agents have the inherent ability to explain their actions to humans.

4.1.2 Benefits to professional authors and programmers

Authors of signal processing and control procedures can use ontology structures generally shared by the professional community as accepted by standard definitions. Computational procedures can be written down by sentences and so can be used as operational logic [2, 3, 22–27]. Complexity for human understanding is always to be kept low by not defining a sentence using excessively long text to define the meaning of English sentences. The benefit to authors is that their algorithm is written down in a pseudo-code format that machines with an English interpreter can execute. The more such machines exist the more it becomes worthwhile to write ‘executable papers’ that both human colleagues and machines can read. Finally, teams of programmers can build complex systems that are formally verifiable. NLP facilitates knowledge sharing in a team of programmers. The transfer of new rules, goals, values, and skills from the human users to the autonomous system becomes possible using publications that can be read by machines.

4.1.3 Benefits to the automation and robotics industry

Market opportunities appear not only in terms of new machines with some shared understanding with users but also an enriched community activity can be cultivated. The hardware becomes a very basic form of a product; its capabilities can develop during their lifetime with initially unforeseeable utilities in later life of the product. This means enhanced value for money for users, due to the free machine knowledge shared, while advanced solutions can be charged for a fee.

5 DESIGNERS AND USERS TO PUBLISH METHODS FOR MACHINES

The five major components of a complex autonomous control system were discussed in section 2. An argument has been developed for symbolic knowledge sharing between the system and its operators.

This paper proposes the creation of product families around the concept of ‘continued publication’ for them during their industrial lifetime. It is reasonable to call this process ‘publication’ since the user community of the product can also read these documents in a controlled natural language. The question arises about the conditions required to create this publication system. This is the topic that is addressed in the rest of this paper.

1. The most fundamental condition for ‘publication for machines’ is compatible hardware for sensing and actuation within a product family. If they have the same hardware (humans all have the ‘same hardware’) then they have shared symbolic abstractions of sensory events (‘feelings’) and shared symbolic steps to perform actions (‘physical skills’). The machine abstractions can be easily translated by the human mind and interpreted in their correct context.

2. A second condition is that the autonomous system family shares a rich set of basic sensory events and action abstractions from which complex skills can be tailored. This is feasible due to the shared hardware for sensing and actuation.

3. Finally, the third condition is a shared hierarchy of conceptual structures that root their meaning in the machine code for sensing and actuation by the machine. The concepts in this system are to be named using the best matching, concise, and precise descriptions using words of a natural language.

A system that satisfies these conditions also facilitates efficient programming which can reduce development costs via the use of abstract program models [28, 29]. An example of such a publishing system is provided by NLP in English as documented in a series of publications [2–4, 22–27]. An alternative solution is to publish journal papers that have executable NLP sections in English [30]. This approach represents a transitional solution towards machine readable publications [26, 27].

6 THE CHALLENGE TO THE CONTROL ENGINEERING COMMUNITY

The NLP concept, English being the version of NLP for the English language, is not an arbitrary construct. NLP is not a robot programming language, in fact it is not a language at all; it is a method of programming. The choice of whether or not to use it is not a decision between different programming languages.
NLP is a method of building up the functionality of a machine or an autonomous system in terms of human concepts that are used in natural language sentences to express procedures and the logic of the system.

As long as the software enables this, the details of how it is done in the actual programming is irrelevant. The challenge ahead of researchers and design engineers, mainly in industry, and to some degree at universities, is to use such a system to create the benefits of:

(a) efficiency and time savings in system development of autonomous systems;
(b) developing trust in the product by its users;
(c) allowing improvements during the lifetime of a product via its shared understanding with the user.

The available sEnglish system [24, 26, 27] allows authors to publish self-contained conceptual structures and procedure sentences in a natural language document in English in HTML and LaTeX(PDF) formats [23, 25]. Authors can place created documents on the Internet so that they can be read both by the appropriate autonomous systems as well as the users of these systems.

This is the birth of publishing for machines. Humans have long used publishing to aid dissemination of information and its comprehension. With the appearance of complex autonomous systems there is a need for shared understanding with these systems. This can be realized via machine understandable publications.

Lack of communication and shared understanding with a machine can make it appear to the user that the machine has a lower capability than it actually possesses. This can limit further development of a product and instead of improving its capabilities through publications so that the machine reaches its optimal intrinsic levels the product can end up being unnecessarily scrapped.

The recording of machine knowledge using sEnglish is ‘formal’ in that all sentences have a precise meaning in terms of signal processing, control, or logic inference. sEnglish does not have the freedom of pure natural language that heavily depends on the context of its use. Sentence meaning in sEnglish is precisely defined by other sentences. sEnglish is the simplest compromise between what feels like natural language and what is in fact computer programming. Ordinary programming is fully formal but does not carry concept-based meanings at levels of abstraction. sEnglish is a way of expression that has a vocabulary that can be specific for a machine; however, the human mind can easily adapt to it. sEnglish does, however, enable a machine, through suitable agent programming, to make sense of an arbitrary natural language communication for the specific small world with which the machine is designed to be involved.

The challenge is not how to invent such a publishing system but instead how to create products using the NLP paradigm for intelligent systems. This will allow them to use reasoning, explain themselves and thus gain the trust of their users, and read technical documents to allow them to further develop.

The knowledge transferable to machines by sEnglish documents should fundamentally focus on enhancing their sensing and control abilities that can make them safer. Enhanced skills can reduce or nearly eliminate the danger of an incorrect logical abstraction drawn from a situation and hence making the wrong decisions. Alternatives to machines reading technical documents are upgrades by a user, user community, or manufacturer. This paper advocates a system in which the intelligent system discusses its potential upgrades with its user and then performs the upgrade itself thereby saving the users time and effort. For the manufacturer to have the burden of upgrading is to follow the old ways: the modern way is that:

(a) the community of users likes to be involved;
(b) user community resources can be more cost-effective;
(c) the manufacturer can continue to be the main, although not exclusive, provider of knowledge upgrades to their product.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The future requirements for autonomous systems have been outlined. Five facilitators for practical autonomy have been analysed from a control engineering viewpoint. These have implied the crucial nature of developing shared understanding between machines and their users. One quick way to develop shared understanding is offered by NLP; this is not a programming language but rather a methodological approach. It is also not a language of communication; it is a means of building (programming) a shared conceptual base between a machine and its developers that is later available to its users. Various intelligent agent types, that supervise the control of machines, can be made to be able to read technical documents written in sEnglish which is the version of NLP for the English language. Machines can be developed and sold after which they can read technical documents from the Internet to improve their
performance. These documents can be published not only by the original equipment manufacturer but also by their user communities. Without something like NLP, and hence without substantial shared understanding with humans, machine intelligence remains limited when faced with a changing and complex physical world. For high infrastructure environments, where system models are well established and known, the need for machine publications is less relevant: current examples include automated search for flights and ticket booking, route finding on maps, and supervisory control of manufacturing and power grids, etc., but even these systems can benefit from NLP providing friendliness to system operators and automatic upgradability.

Finally, the adoption of the ‘publications for machines’ approach can bring great practical benefits by making the business of building autonomous systems viable in some critical areas, as they can help develop the trust of customer about what the machines do in certain situations.
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